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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie: Welcome to the third momentum savings quarterly call of 2020! Thanks everyone for joining. Roll call.
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Agenda

• Team staffing update (5 min)

• Updates on HVAC research (5 min)

• Learnings from 2020 AHR Expo (30 min)

• Updated meeting information (5 min)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie: Our agenda today will begin with some exciting team staffing updates, including introducing a new team member to you!We will also give you some general updates on the residential and commercial HVAC markets, which are two markets that we are conducting research on for Momentum Savings. We will then spend the majority of the call to have Cadeo, our research consultant, present to you the HVAC market intelligence that we’ve gathered from manufacturers at the 2020 AHR Expo. Our team and Cadeo were able to attend the expo this year shortly before we all started working from home!And last but not least, we will conclude with a reminder about the updated WebEx information for the quarterly calls moving forward.
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Team Staffing Updates

BONNIE
WATSON

Team Lead
bfwatson@bpa.gov

JOAN
WANG

Project Lead
jjwang@bpa.gov

Coming 
soon

NEW
STAFF

Project Lead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie:We’ve had a few more staffing changes in the market research and momentum savings team since we our last call in May. Hanna Lee, who was a project lead, took another position within BPA; she is now working in the DER group. We are lucky to be able to have Hanna continue working on a couple of projects to see them through to the end in early 2021 so there is a seamless transition.Shortly after Hanna’s transition, we welcomed Joan Wang to join the team as a project lead. Joan has been in the energy industry for over 5 years, previously working in consulting. We are very happy to have her. Joan, want to say hello and introduce yourself? Last but not least, we are in the middle of finalizing the hiring of another project lead, who will hopefully join us by the end of the month. With this new staff joining, we will finally have a fully staffed market research team to lead our diverse portfolio of fun research projects!Now I will hand it over to Bretnie at Cadeo to present findings from the AHP Expo. 
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Updates on HVAC

• Commercial HVAC
• Feasibility assessment completed in early 2020
• Working on finalizing methods now
• 2016-2021 permit data collection starting soon
• Permit database available summer 2021
• Model development in 2021

• Residential HVAC
• 2016-2018 sales data and AHR Expo
• 2019 sales data and market intelligence
• Insulation market study
• Model update in 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie on Commercial HVACJoan on Residential HVACOn the residential side, we’ve been busy collecting data as well.Starting in 2017, we have worked with NEEA and their contractors to collect and analyze annual HVAC sales data from distributors across all 4 states in the region. Back in June, we wrapped up the latest round of sales data collection and published a report that contains the reported annual sales volume by technology from 2016 to 2018. The report also contains distributions of residential cooling efficiency and heating efficiency in the region, which is a key input to our residential HVAC model.If you’re interested in reading more, please visit BPA’s momentum savings website or email me (my email will be shown at the end of this call). This year we also attended the AHR Expo and you will hear more about what we learned there in just a bit. Moving forward, we are now in our new round of sales data collection and around spring of next year we will publish an updated report containing four years of sales data from 2016 to 2019.This fall we are also conducting about 40 market actor interviews to collect market intelligence to supplement the sales data. We will ask for market trends and also how the market has been impacted since COVID-19.All of this research, combined with a new market research study specifically targeted at insulation, will feed into the residential HVAC model that models Momentum Savings. We plan to begin updating the model with these new data in 2021, and will aim to have model results sometime in early 2022.



2020 AHR 
Expo Findings
Research  per fo rmed by  Cadeo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bretnie



GOALS FOR 
ATTENDING AHR
Identify key trends in HVAC from the 
manufacturer perspective

› Where is the market changing?
› What is driving market change?
› Where are the future opportunities?

Confirm and verify existing market model 
estimates and assumptions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last several years BPA has attended the International Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration (AHR) Expo to gain insight into national trends in the commercial HVAC market. We use the market intel from the trade show to support current and future BPA projects. [For those who are not familiar with the show, the AHR Expo is the world’s largest HVAC trade show and is held annually in conjunction with the ASHRAE winter conference.]The show provides a high-level view of national and international market trends in the HVAC industry--primarily from a manufacturer perspective, to give real world context to the data BPA gathers on the Northwest HVAC market.



METHODOLOGY
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5 Manufacturer 
Interviews

Additional Booth 
Scans, Sessions, 
and Networking

10 Targeted Booth 
Interviews

BSRIA Market 
Trends Session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We attended the show this year back in February and conducted interviews with manufacturers, did a broad scan through booth visits, and attended several manufacturer educational sessions.We also attended a session organized by BSRIA, the Building Services Research and Information Association, that gave a high-level overview of HVAC market trends from an unbiased, non-manufacturer-specific point of view. We won’t go into detail of their presentation, but the Appendix contains additional detail about BSRIA and highlights of the slides relevant to BPA’s markets.



Findings are based on statements 
from manufacturers interviewed at the 
AHR Expo held in early February 2020 
(pre-COVID).

Any numbers and percentages 
presented are anecdotal, unless 
otherwise cited.
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IMPORTANT REMINDERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few reminders about the source of our findings. These are from conversations with manufacturers, so any numbers presented are anecdotal unless we note the source. Even though our findings are more qualitative, they provide useful confirmations of trends we’re seeing in our regional sales and market data that BPA collects. I’d like to add a disclaimer that our findings were all pre-COVID and we don't have any market intelligence on the impacts of covid yet. I’m sure there will be impacts to the market, so BPA will continue to follow the market to understand major shifts and impacts to programs. 



KEY FINDINGS
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Codes and 
standards have 
had bigger 
market impacts 
than emerging 
technologies

Trends on the 
horizon include 
electrification,  
better integrated 
systems, and 
increased 
connectivity

The HVAC 
market is 
getting more 
efficient, but 
not quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our agenda for the rest of the presentation is centered around 3 key findings from the trade show. We’ll go into more detail about each one in the following slides.



CURRENT MARKET 
CONDITIONS
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Codes and 
standards have 
had bigger 
market impacts 
than emerging 
technologies

Trends on the 
horizon include 
electrification,  
better integrated 
systems, and 
increased 
connectivity

The HVAC 
market is 
getting more 
efficient, but 
not quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the HVAC market is changing, but not very quickly. Both residential and commercial products continue to evolve towards higher efficiency equipment, but standard efficiency products still make up a very large percent of the market. 
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RESIDENTIAL SPLIT 
SYSTEMS ARE GROWING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ductless heat pumps continue to grow in the residential sector. It was hard to get manufacturers to give us numbers, but it’s clear the DHP market continues to increase. One interesting new trend that we saw was several manufacturers featuring a mini-split with a residential air handler (basically a ducted DHP). Could be an interesting future solution to eliminate electric furnaces?Photos:https://www.mitsubishicomfort.com/products/indoor-units/wall-mounted-heating-and-cooling/galleryhttps://www.mitsubishicomfort.com/products/outdoor-units/multi-zone-cooling-and-heating/galleryhttps://www.mitsubishicomfort.com/products/indoor-units/recessed-ceiling-cassettes-and-ceiling-suspended/galleryhttps://www.mitsubishicomfort.com/products/outdoor-units/single-zone-cooling-and-heating/gallery



TRENDS IN PORTABLE AC

Increase in portable 
cooling in previously 
non-cooling focused 
markets (BSRIA)

Manufacturers reported a 
trend away from portable 
cooling and toward 
ASHPs and DHPs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While DHPs are growing, manufacturers also report an increase in portable cooling (room AC, portable AC), primarily in areas that didn’t need cooling before, but need it now, just like the Northwest, and we’re seeing that in our sales data. Interestingly, manufacturers said even though there’s been large growth in portable cooling up until now, they thought the upcoming trend was actually moving away from portable cooling and toward ASHP and DHPs to provide cooling to more of the house. Photos:https://www.honeywellstore.com/store/products/portable-air-conditioner-14000-btu-cooling-and-heating-honeywell-mm14chcs.htm



VRF continues to grow in 
commercial market

VRF showed largest 
growth of any 
technology in 2019

Changes in 
refrigerant 
requirements could 
introduce uncertainty
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Consistent with 2018 and 2019 findings~

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the commercial sector, VRF continues to show the largest growth of any technology in 2019 at 19% (since 2009). The largest buzz about VRF was the uncertainty around what refrigeration requirements are going to do to the industry, which we’ll talk more about later. (R123 and R22 are already being phased out, talks of changes to R404, R134a, and R410a?)Photos: LG: https://www.heatandcool.com/3-zone-lg-21-seer-ductless-multi-zone-inverter-air-conditioner-heat-pump-12k-12k-12k-btu.html?ctm_campaign=roi+shopping&parameterparameter&gclid=Cj0KCQiAtbnjBRDBARIsAO3zDl9FUOre6TnFtxbVtCks49ae2BaeiukR0DxQP2MQhhyGUA7wsLLR9xgaAvAGEALw_wcB



VRF VS. DHP IN 
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

VRF

› Simultaneous 
heating and cooling

› Low incremental 
cost vs. multi-zone 
DHP

DHP

› Single zone areas 
without ducting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked manufacturers about DHPs getting installed in commercial applications to get a better sense of where and why they get installed. They said DHPs do get installed in light commercial applications due to single-phase needs, single zone areas without ducting, but they said VRF is more common, even in light commercial applications, due to customers’ preference for simultaneous heating and cooling (VRF heat recovery), better design and comfort, and relatively low incremental cost (to install VRF vs multiple single-zone DHPs).We heard at last year’s AHR that about 30% of jobs that could go VRF end up going DHP, which seems to contradict what people told us this year.  



WATER-SOURCE HEAT 
PUMPS VS. VRF

WSHP are a small percent of sales 
and relatively flat

More traction in high-rise and 
multifamily buildings

WSHP manufacturers focus on 
future electrification trends and the 
need for non-refrigerant solutions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked to several water-source heat pump manufacturers to understand if VRF is overtaking WSHP sales or if WSHP will continue to grow. Manufacturers acknowledged that WSHP are in competition with increasing VRF sales, but there still appears to be a market for WSHP where VRF can’t meet long run lines and refrigerant concerns make VRF less appealing. (Military now prohibits the use of VRF, schools have concerns about refrigerant leaks, etc.)Before we shift to talking about standard efficiency equipment trends, are there any questions about DHP, VRF, and WSHP so far? Ben, do you have anything to add?



Standard efficiency isn’t going 
away anytime soon

ResidentialCommercial
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Consistent with 2018 and 2019 findings~

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite growth in VRF and other efficient technologies, standard efficiency technologies (gas RTUs, gas furnaces, unitary equipment in general) are a huge market and aren’t going away quickly.Residential gas furnaces are still a big percent of the market. Cold climate HP can help eliminate the need for backup heating, but they aren’t getting installed at high rates in moderate climates yet.Even though DHP can handle low design temps, people still want the security of a backup heating system. While gas furnaces don’t appear to be decreasing, manufacturers agreed that electric furnaces are on the decline.So, efficient technologies are growing, but standard efficiency maintains market share. We asked manufacturers what prevents change from happening faster, and what the main drivers are of market change.Photos: Goodman: https://www.goodmanmfg.com/products/gas-furnaces/90-afue-gas-furnaces/98-afue-gmvm97Trane: https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/canada/en/products-systems/equipment/unitary/rooftop-systems/Precedent.html



FORCES OF MARKET 
CHANGE

18

Codes and 
standards have 
had bigger 
market impacts 
than emerging 
technologies

Trends on the 
horizon include 
electrification,  
better integrated 
systems, and 
increased 
connectivity

The HVAC 
market is 
getting more 
efficient, but 
not quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They said many factors either prevent or result in market change.



What’s preventing market 
change?
Manufacturers offer energy efficient products, 
but there is a gap in installation/specifying

› Lack of installer knowledge 

› Architects/engineers not 
specifying EE equipment

› So, what moves the market 
forward?

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One trend that comes up every year is that these “emerging techs” have been emerging for a while. Manufacturers have responded with energy efficient products, but there is a large gap/lag in getting them installed. This is primarily driven by lack of installer knowledge, but also architects/engineers are not specifying them. (MANY people said this or agreed with this, granted, we were talking to manufacturers).So, if the manufacturers aren’t necessarily producing drastically different equipment, what is moving the market forward?
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CODES, STANDARDS, AND 
REGULATIONS SHIFT THE 

MARKET FROM THE 
BOTTOM UP.

Consistent with 2018 and 2019 findings~

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t a surprise, that codes, standards, and regulations shifts the market from the bottom up by raising the minimum efficiency levels, but it was confirmed on the trade show floor. Manufacturers routinely brought up the impact of mandatory updates impacting the market, whether that was codes, standards, and other current or upcoming regulations.Photos:www.ahrinet.orgPugetsoundashrae.orghttps://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/12/f27/CUAC-CUHP%20CWAF%20Direct%20Final%20Rule.pdfhttps://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/California-begins-planning-for-transition-away-14996560.php



Codes causing rise in DOAS

VRF/DOAS 
manufacturer 
distribution 
partnerships are 
emerging

› Mitsubishi & 
Trane

› Fujitsu & Rheem
› Midea & Carrier
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One large market-changing code update has been recent jurisdictions requiring DOAS systems in commercial buildings. This code development increases the sales of DOAS units themselves, but also VRF, WSHP, and heat recovery ventilators since they are often installed together as a system. One manufacturer said their DOAS unit sales have doubled in areas where code requires DOAS.As a result, we’re seeing VRF/DOAS distribution partnerships emerging – Mitsubishi & Trane, Fujitsu & Rheem, and Midea & Carrier. It’s worth noting that we may see an increase in the use of DOAS as a ventilation strategy in commercial spaces as a result of COVID since it balances the need for proper ventilation rates with energy efficient ventilation strategies.Photos: https://be-exchange.org/tech_primer/tech-primer-dedicated-outdoor-air-systems-doas-with-energy-recovery-ventilators-erv/



Codes causing rise in 
heat recovery

› Wheels 
› Make up most of the 

market (80% estimated)
› Easier to clean/maintain 

and achieve higher 
efficiencies

› Plate HEX
› Crossflow HEX make up 

the majority of plate HEX
› Few counterflow plate 

HEX featured
› Manage odor control and 

cross-contaminants better 

HRV/ERV Efficiency Ranges:
› Low efficiency: 40-50%

› Average efficiency: 50-70%

› High efficiency: 70-80+%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another code-related market shift is an increase in heat recovery, both where new codes require it, but also in areas where codes require DOAS, like WA. WA currently requires a fairly low heat recovery efficiency (50%), but this could be changing. Wide ranges of efficiencies exist in the market and many manufacturers can achieve much higher efficiencies. Several achieve 80%+ sensible heat recovery effectiveness (Ventacity, Swegon, Tempeff, Energy Wall).NEEA (with support from Cadeo) is working on a high efficiency DOAS/HRV initiative that could have valuable market research for the region regarding heat recovery opportunities. They met with HRV manufacturers at AHR and told us that wheels make up most of the market since they are easier to maintain and can achieve higher efficiencies. They said plate heat exchangers are less common but manage cross-contaminants better than wheels. Most DOAS manufacturers could not speak to how often heat recovery was included in DOAS/RTU sales, or what a typical efficiency is installed. HRV trends will be an interesting area to watch related to COVID response as we gather more information through future market intel efforts. With increased attention to ventilation, heat recovery may be a strategy to increase ventilation while minimizing energy consumption increases.Photos: http://cchrc.org/heat-recovery-ventilators/



MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT 
CODES, STANDARDS, AND 
REGULATIONS

23

Refrigerants

RTUs

VRF

Fears about refrigeration requirements 
changing/upcoming bans

2023 Commercial Unitary System Standard Update

Changes to VRF test procedure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While codes and standards impact the market, we found that most people don’t have a good understanding of what codes and standards actually require. We mostly attributed this to the fact that trade show floor staff may not have all the information that others in the company would, but the same people are often the ones selling these products to specifying engineers. We saw three examples of these misconceptions with refrigerants, RTUs, and VRF.Refrigerant changesWhile there aren’t any new bans on refrigerants yet, both VRF manufacturers and non-refrigerant manufacturers spoke about refrigerant requirements as if they were definitive, using it either as an uncertainty in the industry or as marketing for non-refrigerant systems like WSHP. The largest impacts manufacturers spoke about were concerns about availability of products and the cost of new products. I had the sensePeople are unclear what’s actually required or coming, but there is just this sense that changes are coming and they don’t know how the industry will respond, and that there’s a lot of hesitation in terms of product development until things are more clearUnless you’re a non-refrigerant-based solution, then you’re marketing your products as the solution to the refrigerant bans. Commercial RTUs ChangesThe biggest change coming for RTU Manufacturers is DOE’s 2023 unitary equipment standard update, which:Increases cooling efficiency requirementsSlightly increases electric heating COP and gas efficiency requirementsDoes not dictate refrigerant requirements (although a manufacturer might have to change refrigerants to meet the cooling efficiency requirements)People were talking about these changes, but when asked how it was impacting product development, they gave conflicting answers and didn’t necessarily know how their company was responding to it, just that changes are coming. https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EERE-2013-BT-STD-0007-0113 VRFFinally, we asked VRF manufacturers about the upcoming VRF test procedure changes, which the Council has been working on with AHRI. The update to AHRI 1230 would de-rate efficiency ratings, but people were not familiar with any proposed updates to the VRF test procedure even though it could impact their equipment. https://www.nwcouncil.org/sites/default/files/2019_0917_1.pdf



WHAT’S NEXT?
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Codes and 
standards have 
had bigger 
market impacts 
than emerging 
technologies

Trends on the 
horizon include 
electrification,  
better integrated 
systems, and 
increased 
connectivity

The HVAC 
market is 
getting more 
efficient, but 
not quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s what we heard about issues impacting the current market. We also asked about what’s coming that might not be seen at the expo yet.



Electrification is 
a hot topic…

High efficiency electric 
manufacturers using it as a 
selling point, especially VRF 
manufacturers.

Is electrification of heating 
driving sales towards ASHP, 
DHP, VRF?
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“You won’t 
be able to 
install gas.”

“VRF is the 
solution to 
electrification.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the biggest topics on the trade show floor was electrification. VRF and DHP manufacturers routinely mentioned electrification as a emerging market trend and a selling point for their systems. We heard that electrification of heating is driving sales towards ASHP, DHP, and VRF, although the actual impact on sales or trends is unclear since we know VRF, DHP, and ASHP were growing before electrification became a hot topic.



…But gas manufacturers 
aren’t worried
› Gas RTUs, furnaces, 

and boilers are still a 
huge market and not 
going away quickly. 

› Low gas prices 
continue to drive gas 
equipment sales. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even manufacturers of gas equipment are talking about electrification, but they aren’t worried, at least in how they communicated to us. Even though VRF is growing, it started out as such a small piece of pie. While higher efficiency technologies and systems were the buzz at the trade show, gas systems have traditionally dominated both residential and commercial markets, with at least half of the market share, so gas equipment and standard efficiency techs will continue to make up a majority of sales in the near future. Any questions before we move on to emerging technologies? 



Emerging technologies center 
around integration, operations, and 
controls
Very little buzz about “emerging technologies” 
that are actual technologies

Emerging opportunities are:
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Operation Design and 
Integration 

Improvements

Controls Components

Consistent with 2018 and 2019 findings~

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked manufacturers what technologies were coming that might not be on the trade show floor yet, and overwhelmingly they responded with non-technology solutions. Better design improvements (like VRF + improved air distribution with interior cassettes, cold climate techs advancing, wider range of sizing/capacities), better system integration (making individual systems or pieces of equipment operate at better performance as a whole integrated system), better controls, and better individual components. Specifically focusing on controls, we talked to manufacturers about what specific controls technologies were emerging. 



What’s hot:
›Phone-controlled “smart 
homes” driven by comfort, 
security, and entertainment

›Voice-integrated systems 
that control lighting, 
temperature, appliances, 
and other home features

Energy efficiency is a 
benefit and feature, but 
not the primary driver
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What does that mean 
for smart thermostat 
energy savings?

Residential controls are all 
about comfort and connectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In residential controls, technology continues to evolve, but it’s not always focused on energy. While energy management is a feature and benefit, the real growth in residential controls is related to comfort and connectivity.Energy management would need to include a comfort component to be successful. It’s unclear how voice-integrated systems and phone-integrated systems impact smart thermostat savings. Are people more likely to override setpoints and schedules and turning up the temp rather than letting the smart thermostat do its thing? Maybe. Photo:https://www.walmart.com/ip/Momentum-Meri-Smart-Wi-Fi-Thermostat/202284139 
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Residential demand response is 
emerging but not mainstream 

Two manufacturers 
(JCI and Mitsubishi) 
make demand-
response-ready 
thermostats 

Vast majority of 
manufacturers did 
not showcase 
demand-response-
ready thermostats 
and said “they were 
working on it”

Residential water 
heaters had more 
products compliant 
with CTA-2045

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residential demand response is emerging but not mainstream.Two manufacturers (JCI and Mitsubishi) make demand-response-ready thermostat and showcased them as CTA-2045 ready.Both had add-on controls, not integrated into the unit, but compatible with the entire residential product line and controls.The vast majority of manufacturers did not showcase demand-response-ready thermostats and said “they were working on it.”Residential water heaters had more products labeled as compliant with CTA-2045, although trade show floor staff weren’t always very knowledgeable about it.



Commercial controls are also all 
about comfort and connectivity

› Focus on remote control and 
diagnostics

› Wired solutions remain more 
common than wireless

› Demand response not a 
commercial topic or area of focus

30

Advanced sensors integrate 
occupancy-based controls 
with HVAC and other systems 
with a focus on remote control 
and diagnostics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to residential controls, the biggest trends in commercial controls aren’t necessarily energy efficiency. It’s connectivity, remote access for troubleshooting and control, with an emphasis on comfort and reduce maintenance over energy efficiency.We expected to hear more about wireless technologies, but we heard wireless hasn’t really taken off in commercial controls. Some applications it makes sense, but most are wired solutions. Demand response was not a commercial topic or area of focus showcased at the booths.So that’s what we heard was coming in future market trends. Photo:https://www.daikinapplied.com/intelligent-systems.php



QUESTIONS?

Bonnie Watson
bfwatson@bpa.gov 

Joan Wang
jjwang@bpa.gov

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes what we learned at the trade show this year. There is still a lot of buzz around DHP and VRF, but traditional equipment still plays a large role. We’ll see how much electrification, changes in refrigerants, and new codes impact that in the future. Are there any questions? If you think of any questions after this call, please feel free to get in touch with Bonnie Watson or Joan Wang.



CONTACTLink to meeting information: 
https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Pages/Calls.aspx

See you on November 4th!
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Updated WebEx for future 
quarterly calls!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie: Thanks everyone for joining! Just a reminder that our next quarterly call is on November 4th, and we will be using the same webex link you used for this call. This webex is new compared to our previous webex, and we will be using this one going forward.You can visit the weblink to add the recurring meeting to your Outlook calendar. Make sure to delete any previous meeting invitations from your calendar!



APPENDIX

33



SHIPMENTS AND 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

34

Distribution 
channels 
consistent 
with current 
assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some additional information we heard about shipment and distribution channels at the expo.Our goal in talking to manufacturers about distribution channels was to make sure the sales data we’re collecting from distributors as part of our residential and commercial HVAC market research is representative of the regional market. 



Most residential product sales 
go through distributors
Residential product sales

Major manufacturers go through distributors

A small but possibly growing percent of sales go 
through retail or online as DIY

› Smaller brands and a very small percent of total sales

35

Consistent with our past understanding of the market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consistent with our current understanding of the market, most residential sales go through distributors. A small but possibly growing percent of sales go through retail or online as DIY. These are mostly smaller brands and a very small percent of total sales.This is consistent with our past understanding of the market. 



Most commercial sales go 
through manufacturer reps
› Majority does not go through distribution
› AHRI collects commercial sales data from 

manufacturers
› Other third-party companies do sales data 

collection/reporting, but usually based on 
qualitative information, not actual sales data 
collection (like BSRIA)

36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also consistent with our current understanding of the market, the majority of commercial HVAC sales do not go through distribution, but go through manufacturer reps. The sources of commercial sales data are similar to our existing sources – AHRI and third-party companies like BSRIA and HARDI. 
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RESIDENTIAL INSULATION 
MARKET CHANNELS

Bigger contractors buy directly 
from the manufacturer, not through 
distributors

Programs are a big driver, but 
insulation has a good payback 
even without programs

A large (undefined) percentage of 
the residential insulation market 
(batt, blown-in, board) goes 
towards the replacement market

Don’t discount the retail market for 
insulation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, as a bonus, we spoke with one major insulation manufacturer (one of the big five insulation manufacturers) about the residential insulation market. BPA is starting research on residential insulation, and they confirmed some of our initial product flow research:1. A large (undefined) percentage of the residential insulation market (batt, blown-in, board) go towards the replacement market.2. Insulation is inexpensive and relatively easy to install and often gets added during minor changes to a house (any time drywall is installed?). 3. The retail market for insulation is huge. At somewhere like a Home Depot, sales might be 60/40% is Contractors/Home Owners. The majority of sales are fiberglass batts and blown-in (and the installer would rent the equipment to install). Contractors are usually small shops. 4. The bigger contractors typically buy directly from the manufacturer, not through distributors.5. Retailers typically only carry one manufacturer. Or if more than one, one will make up a majority of what’s on the shelf.6. Programs are a big driver, but insulation has a good payback even without programs, so it’s usually an easy sell.7. Typically recommend doing air sealing at the same time since if you’re not doing air sealing also, the insulation isn’t as effective. This is all consistent with our recent insulation market research and helps us confirm we’re on the right track with our next phase of insulation research and talking with the right people.



2020 BSRIA Presentation 
Highlights
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2020 BSRIA Presentation
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2020 BSRIA Presentation
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2020 BSRIA Presentation
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2020 BSRIA Presentation
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2020 BSRIA Presentation
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